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Introduction
The spread of social computing, Internet of Things, cloud computing, and tools manageable by end users pushes the use of technology towards a more social dimension and toward the creation and fruition 
enormous quantity of data. This great mole of data force the people to continuously pay attention to emails, blogs, Facebook postings, Twitter messages as well as other info involving more “professional” tasks 
such as relevant information about planning a trip, rules and laws regarding preparation and filing tax statement, technical data, comments and opinions about the smartphone to buy, and so on [1].

In the Do-It-Yourself (DIY) society, for simply book a flight users need to search and get data to organize the trip: from information on the airport location to the physical position of gates for transfers (or even 
of the same airport and their connections with other city airports); from info on the usual time needed for security check in the specific airport to the time needed to move from the security check to the gate. 
Again, in choosing and then buying a smartphone data on comments, opinions, comparisons are searched and analyzed by end users. One such drawback is that end users are forced to cope with the burden 
of being active contributors in personally irrelevant activities leading to a participation overload. On the long period, may lead to disaffection towards the use of technologies – because considered too time 
consuming and not easy to analyze and exploit. Furthermore, participation and collaboration overload may lead to sever problems in communication. A high level of complexity in participation and collaboration 
is most of the time cause of more time consumption and engagement difficulties [2].
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